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Abstract: Computational prediction of crystal materials properties can help to do large-scale in-silicon
screening. Recent studies of material informatics have focused on expert design of multi-dimensional
interpretable material descriptors/features. However, successes of deep learning such as Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) in image recognition and speech recognition have demonstrated their
automated feature extraction capability to effectively capture the characteristics of the data and
achieve superior prediction performance. Here, we propose CNN-OFM-Magpie, a CNN model with
OFM (Orbital-field Matrix) and Magpie descriptors to predict the formation energy of 4030 crystal
material by exploiting the complementarity of two-dimensional OFM features and Magpie features.
Experiments showed that our method achieves better performance than conventional regression
algorithms such as support vector machines and Random Forest. It is also better than CNN models
using only the OFM features, the Magpie features, or the basic one-hot encodings. This demonstrates
the advantages of CNN and feature fusion for materials property prediction. Finally, we visualized
the two-dimensional OFM descriptors and analyzed the features extracted by the CNN to obtain
greater understanding of the CNN-OFM model.
Keywords: material informatics; material descriptor; convolutional neural networks; features
extraction; formation energy

1. Introduction
In recent years, research on high-throughput experiments and high-throughput computational
methods has made significant progress with the development of the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI).
Keisuke Takahashi [1] et al. proposed a workflow of materials synthesis and design from first principle
calculations and machine learning which pointed out the research pattern of material informatics.
In particular, an increasing number of studies have applied machine learning (ML) algorithms for
material property prediction [2]. Most of these studies first try to represent the materials in a certain
way (also known as descriptor design or feature engineering), and then employ some popular machine
learning algorithms to build predictive models for materials properties prediction such as band gaps,
formation energy, melting temperature, critical temperature of superconductivity materials, etc. [3–6].
In short, current material informatics studies focus on the materials feature engineering combined
with the application of standard machine learning algorithms. When designing materials descriptors,
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the first consideration is that the form of the descriptors should match machine learning algorithms,
most of which can only accept one-dimensional numerical features. Secondly, the descriptor of
materials should contain as much information as possible in some aspect related to materials property.
Commonly used information includes elemental composition or structural information of the materials
or molecule [7,8]. Third, the descriptor should have a certain interpretability from the physical or
chemical perspective [9]. At present, the design of descriptors focuses more on the third aspect.
Descriptors with physical/chemical interpretability tend to provide better guidance to quantifiable
materials experiments [10]. From the machine learning point of view, the material properties prediction
problem is mostly a regression problem since the target characteristic to be predicted is usually numeric
values, e.g., formation energy of crystalline materials and atomization energy of molecular systems.
According to the dimensions, current descriptors can be classified into three categories:
one-dimensional vector, two-dimensional matrix, and three-dimensional matrix. The simplest way to
characterize a material is to encode it with a one-dimensional vector such as the one-hot encoding [11,12],
which can be used to encode atomic composition or the spatial structure of a molecule. The well-known
Magpie descriptor set [12] calculates a few statistics for each property of the elements in a given
compounds, which allows it to integrate physical, chemical, electronic, ionic and basic properties
of the material into one-dimensional vector features. Magpie features is a descriptor set designed
to create quantitative representation that both uniquely defines each material in a data set and
relates to the essential physics and chemistry that influences the property of interest [9,13], including
material attributes of stoichiometric, elemental property statistics, electronic structure and ionization
characteristic. For electronic structure attributes in Magpie features, it also includes electronic
configuration information, such as the average fraction of electrons from the s, p, d, and f valence
among all elements present. Magpie features are the most popular descriptors that can be calculated
without the crystal structure information.
For two-dimensional descriptors, T. L. Pham et al. [14] proposed OFM (Orbital-field matrix)
descriptors by first characterizing the atoms as one-dimensional vectors according to the electron
configurations, and then adding the information of the number of nearest-neighbor atoms surrounding
the central atom, the distance between atoms, the coordination number and so on. Each atom in the
molecule is constructed as a two-dimensional matrix of fixed size and then finally the descriptor for the
entire structure is obtained by averaging the descriptors of the atoms. Q. Zhou et al. [15] developed the
Atom2Vec descriptor which uses a method similar to word embedding in natural language processing.
Atom embedding of a single atom with fixed length are generated from a large data set (about 60,000
inorganic compounds) and then the atomic vectors are stacked into two-dimensional matrices according
to the atomic composition of molecules when characterizing a molecule. CM descriptor [16] is also a
commonly used two-dimensional descriptor, which mainly characterizes the 3D structure of molecules.
The development of 3D descriptors for materials is rare. S. Kajita et al. [17] proposed R3DVS, a
three-dimensional descriptor which contains field quantity information and rotation invariance in the
molecular structure, which achieved comparable results with CM and SOAP descriptor [18] when
they used 680 oxide datasets randomly selected from ICSD (Inorganic Crystal Structure Database)
databases. Moreover, the ways of improving R3DVS descriptor are also proposed. A comprehensive
survey of materials descriptors can be found in reference [7].
It is worth noting that currently there is a lot of research on materials descriptor design
or feature engineering. However, recent successes of deep learning in computer vision, speech
recognition, and machine translations have demonstrated that instead of relying on human-engineered
features, the deep learning algorithms such as convolutional neural networks can achieve much
better performance by learning hierarchical features from the raw data. Following this paradigm’s
development, Cecen et al. [19] represented the microstructures of 5900 materials into three-dimensional
matrices of 51 × 51 × 51 and then used simple convolution neural networks to extract and analyze the
hidden features, which allowed them to explore the relationship between microstructures and material
properties. Afterwards, they squeezed the features extracted by the CNN model into one-dimensional
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vectors and a machine learning algorithm was employed to predict the elastic properties of materials.
In another work, Xie et al. [20] proposed a graph convolutional neural network model for property
predictions of materials. However, their method can only be applicable to materials with known crystal
structure information. On the other hand, conventional machine learning models usually need one
dimensional feature vector representation to work properly. However, converting two-dimensional or
three-dimensional descriptors into one-dimensional vectors inevitably leads to loss of information,
which may lead to performance degradation of the model.
Therefore, this paper proposed and applied a convolution neural network model to predict the
formation energy of materials by using combining the two-dimensional OFM descriptors and Magpie
features. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

We proposed CNN-OFM-Magpie, a convolution neural network model for materials formation
energy prediction by exploiting its hierarchical feature extraction capabilities and fusion of two
different types of features.
We evaluated the performance of CNN-OFM and compared it with those of the regression
prediction models based on conventional machine learning algorithms such as SVM, Random
Forest, and KRR using OFM features and Magpie features, and showed the advantages of the
CNN model.
We also compared the performance of the CNN models with hybrid descriptors with those with
only one type of features. We found that feature fusion is important to achieve the highest
formation energy prediction performance over the tested dataset.
Through visualization of the features extracted by the filters of the learned convolution neural
network, interpretable analysis of CNN-OFM is provided.

2. Materials and Methods
Two-dimensional descriptors such as OFM have the benefit of preserving spatial or other
structural relations of atoms in materials and thus can better materials properties. While conventional
machine learning algorithms usually use one-dimensional vectors as input, we propose to exploit the
convolutional neural network models to utilize and mine the spatial relationship of the elements in
two-dimensional descriptors such as OFM. We also explore the complementary relationship of the
OFM features and the well-known Magpie features.
To evaluate the performances of CNN models with 2D OFM features, we compared it
with conventional machine learning algorithms with the one-dimensional OFM vector including
feed-forward neural network (FNN), kernel ridge regression (KRR) and support vector regression
(SVR). Then, two CNN models with one-dimensional Magpie features and two-dimensional OFM
features are fused to create the hybrid CNN models that show the best prediction performance for
formation energy prediction.
2.1. Materials Dataset Preparation
When using machine learning algorithms, the selected datasets also have a great impact on the
prediction results. In order to make the prediction results comparable, we select the dataset used by the
authors in studying the OFM descriptor and also use it to predict the formation energy of the materials.
This dataset has 4030 crystal materials including transition metal binary alloys (TT), lanthanide metal
and transition metal binary alloys (LAT), lanthanide metal and transition metal binary alloys with a
light element (X) compound (LATX).The transition metals from the set of {Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu, Zn, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, Hf, Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Au}, the lanthanides from {La,
Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu}, and the X elements from {B, C, N, O} are
used. These data including structures and formation energies of each material are all acquired from
the Material Projects material database [21] and were collected by using the open-source library of
matminer [22].
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2.2. Orbital Field Matrix Representation of Materials
The materials representation method used in this paper is slightly different from the original
OFM descriptor. OFM descriptor define the set of electron configurations as D = {s1 , s2 , p1 , p2 , . . . ,
p6 , d1 , d2 , . . . , d10 , f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f 14 }. Then according to the electron orbital distribution of the atom, the
unfilled orbitals are set to 1, and others are set 0 (e.g., the electron configurations of Na is [Ne]3s1 ,
so the one-hot vector of Na can be represented as (1,0,0, . . . ,0), electron configuration of atoms can
be found in Table S1, in the Supplementary Materials). So all 47 kinds of atoms are represented as
one-dimensional vectors of length 32. Next the local structure of the crystal is characterized by the
OFM descriptor, which constructs two-dimensional matrices by using one-dimensional vectors of the
central atom, and its neighbor atoms which are directly connected with the central atom by chemical
bonds, coordination numbers and distance factors. In this paper, considering the fact that inside the
real crystal there is no chemical bond but instead atoms are stacked in space, the atoms within the
fixed radius of the central atom at the center of the sphere are regarded as neighbor atoms. In addition,
due to the different definitions of the coordination number of crystal structures, coordination numbers
were no longer considered in our method and only embedded distances between the central atom and
the neighbor atom are used. So the local structure of the central atom in the crystal can be calculated in
the following form:
ns
X
→ →
Ms =
As T Ai × ζ(rsi )
(1)
i=1

MS

is the representation of the two-dimensional matrix of 32 × 32 for the atom in position s, ns is
→

→

the number of neighbor atoms surrounding site s, i is the index of the neighbor atom, As and Ai are the
one dimensional vectors of the atom with site s and the neighbor atom with index of i, rsi is the distance
between the center atom located in position s and the neighbor atom with an index i, ζ(rsi ) = 1/rsi .
Finally, the local structure of the crystal is used to characterize the entire structure. Furthermore, since
formation energy of the crystal is not proportional to the system size, the descriptor for the entire
structure is obtained by averaging the descriptors of the local structures to eliminating the effect of size.
The entire structure of the crystal can then be expressed in the following form:
Ns

F =

1 X s
M
Ns s

(2)

F is the entire representation of crystals, Ns is the number of all atoms in a cell of a crystal. After the
above three steps, a crystal material can be characterized as a 32 × 32 two-dimensional matrix, and 4030
two-dimensional matrices obtained from the dataset will be used as input data for our convolution
neural network model, CNN-OFM. For other baseline machine learning methods, the matrices are just
flatted into a 1024 one-dimension vectors. In practice, pymatgen library [23] is used to calculate the
material representation, and the data needed to make two-dimensional descriptors are obtained by
calculating the material structure information obtained from the Materials Project database.
2.3. Convolutional Neural Networks Model
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is one kind of deep learning method characterized for
its ability to learn complex features from raw input data. It has achieved superior results across a
wide range of application domains with its inherent combination of feature extraction and attribute
prediction [24]. Unlike FNN models that have a huge number of trainable parameters for high
dimensional input data, the CNN model is faster, more efficient and can identify natural structures
by convolution operation. Typical convolutional neural networks consist of multiple, repeating
components that are stacked in basic layers: convolution, pooling, fully connected and dropout
layer, etc.
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Convolution layer employs a convolution operation between the input data and the convolution
filters, which improves the algorithm system through the characteristics of sparse interactions,
parameter sharing, and equivalent representation. The two-dimensional convolution operation is
shown in Equation (3):
(sk )i,j = (Wk × x)i,j + bk
(3)
where k = 1, . . . , K is the index of the feature map and (i, j) is the index of neuron s in the k-th feature
map and x represents the input data. Wk and bk are trainable parameters (weights) of linear filters
(kernel) and bias for neurons in the k-th feature map respectively. (sk )i,j is the value of the output for
the neuron in the k-th feature map with position of (i, j).
Pooling layer can achieve invariance in a small shift of feature maps by maximizing or averaging
values in each sub-region of the feature maps. Local invariance is a very useful property, especially
when we care about whether a pattern appears and do not care about where it appears.
Fully connected layer is a typical neural network layer where one neuron in the next layer is
connected to each neuron in the previous layer by a weight respectively, as shown in Equation (4).
The fully connected layer is generally constructed behind the convolutional layer in a convolutional
neural network.
X
yk =
Wkl xl + bk
(4)
l

where yk is the k-th output neuron and Wkl is the weight between xl and yk .
Activation function as part of the convolutional layer and the fully connected layer is used to
introduce nonlinear activation operations for the CNN model. It has commonly used activation
functions such as ReLU, Sigmoid, etc.
Dropout layer [25] is a method that can increase the generalization of the network architecture by
randomly ignoring (dropping) a certain number or proportion of neurons only during the training
phase, while also saving training costs.
CNN training also needs to choose the loss function and optimizer. The loss function L is used to
calculate the error on the validation dataset during the training process, the optimizer utilize gradient
descent [26] and back propagation [26] to propagate the loss function gradient to previous layers.
When training a CNN model, the loss will be calculated after each batch size, then according to the loss
function gradient δL/δωij , the weight is adapted toward the direction in which the gradient falls with
a step size (learning rate) to decrease the loss. Learning rate is a custom parameter and determines
the step size for updating the weights in each back-propagation step. The weight update calculation
method is as shown in Equation (5):
wnew
= wold
ij
ij − η

δL
δwij

(5)

Our convolutional neural network model with two-dimensional OFM matrix for predicting
formation energy of materials is shown in Figure 1. The input of the CNN is a 32 × 32 fixed-size
two-dimensional matrix. The structure of the CNN model consists of three convolutional layers and
two fully connected layers (the pooling layer following the convolutional layer is considered part of
the convolutional layer), the output of the last convolutional layer is flattened into a one-dimensional
vector for subsequent fully connection layers. Both the convolutional layers and the fully connected
layers use ReLU [27] as the activation function, which is simple, fast and can add some sparsity to
the network. The output of the network is a continuous numeric value representing the predicted
formation energy. Adam [28] optimizer and MAE (Mean Absolute Error) loss function are selected
for training the convolutional neural network. Adam optimizer combines the advantages of multiple
optimizers and its performance is proved excellent in many applications. Furthermore, we applied
10 times of 10-fold cross-validation in evaluation and employed RMSE, MAE, and R2 to evaluate the
performance of CNN-OFM and other baseline machine learning algorithms. The CNN model and the
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implementation of feature extraction are developed based on the Keras [29] and Tensorflow [30] deep
learning libraries.
Convolutional Neural Network Framework
Conv_1

Conv_2

Conv_3

Fully connections_1
Fully connections_2

Input
Max pooling

Output
2D feature matrix with size of 3 2*3 2

32 filters with siz e of 5*5

Feature abstract

32 filters with siz e of 3*3

32
64 filters with siz e of 3*3

48

Figure 1. Convolutional neural network for material property prediction using Orbital-field matrix
descriptors and feature extraction.

In addition, to analyze what patterns are extracted by our CNN model to achieve its high
performance, we utilized the analysis method commonly used in image pattern recognition for feature
extraction. More specifically, the weights of the 32 filters of the first convolutional layer in the CNN
model are extracted, visualized, and compared with the input data.
2.4. Regression Algorithms with One-Dimensional Input
To evaluate the performance of CNN-OFM, we also applied several mainstream machine learning
algorithms including feedforward neural network (FNN), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Kernel
Ridge Regression (KRR) to the same dataset using one-dimensional OFM features.
Feedforward neural network (FNN) is a classical artificial neural network model for prediction
modeling. All neurons in the FNN are hierarchically arranged and each neuron is connected to all
neurons in the previous layer with separate weights. It has strong nonlinear mapping ability, but the
cost of computing is too large when the number of layers is deep and the number of neurons per layer
is high. In this paper, the Adam optimizer and ReLU activation function are used to train the FNN and
the Dropout layer is added to avoid overfitting.
Support Vector Regression (SVR) is a powerful regression algorithm that uses the kernel function
to map the data from low dimension space to high-dimensional space and then use the support vectors
to fit a hyperplane. SVR introduces a soft margin when calculating the loss, which ensures a certain
degree of fault tolerance. SVR has excellent performance in prediction problems with high-dimensional
features. However, the advantage decreases when the feature size is much larger than the number of
samples. The main hyperparameters in SVR include C, gamma, and epsilon. C is penalty parameter
of the error term. Gamma is a parameter that comes with the RBF function. It implicitly determines
the distribution of data when mapping to a new feature space, the value of the gamma is inversely
proportional to the number of support vectors, which will affect the efficiency of training and prediction.
Epsilon specifies the epsilon-tube within which no penalty is associated in the training loss function
with points predicted within a distance epsilon from the actual value.
Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) is another machine learning regression method that is widely
used in materials property prediction. It combines the kernel method with ridge regression. Both KRR
and SVR utilize L2 normalization. But KRR is usually faster than SVR for dataset of medium size.
The hyper-parameters in KRR include alpha and gamma, small positive values of alpha improve the
conditioning of the problem and reduce the variance of the estimates and gamma is mentioned above.
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The Random Forest Regression (RF) algorithm is a popular algorithm in real-world application due to
its high interpretability ease of construction, and fast running time. It is widely used in statistics, data
mining, and machine learning. The hyperparameters in RF are max_features and n_estimators, while
max_features is the number of features to consider when looking for the best split, and n_estimators is
the number of trees in the forest. All of the above machine learning algorithm models and the 10-fold
cross-validation method are implemented using the open-source library Scikit-learn [31].
2.5. Hyperparameters Tuning Strategies
Hyperparameters have a great impact on the predictive performance when applying machine
learning algorithms. For example, in SVR, the kernel function determines the feature space of the
samples for high-dimensional mapping, and the inappropriate kernel function will result in poor
prediction performance. In addition, since there are often multiple hyperparameters for a machine
learning algorithm, only adjusting one of them will affect the performance of the model. If one
randomly adjusts multiple hyperparameters at the same time, the performance will become uncertain.
Therefore, the tuning of hyperparameters can also be regarded as an optimization problem. In recent
years, the Bayesian Optimization algorithm [32] has demonstrated outstanding performance in tuning
hyperparameters. The Bayesian Optimization algorithm uses prior knowledge to efficiently adjust
the hyperparameters and effectively avoids the high computational cost of the exhaustive grid search
method hyperparameter tuning. Therefore, the optimization strategy based on Bayesian Optimization
algorithm is used here to optimize the hyperparameters.
For CNNs, the number of convolutional layers, the size and number of filters can all be considered
hyperparameters, so we have adopted a special strategy for the adjustment of CNN hyperparameters.
As shown in Figure 2, we set the number of convolution layers from 2 to 5 layers, while the size of
filters and the number of fully connected layers are also gradually increasing, and the number of filters
in each convolutional layer and the number of neurons in the fully connected layer (Ni , i = 1, 2, . . . ,
9) are regarded as hyperparameters. For each model structure, the Bayesian Optimization algorithm
is used to adjust these hyperparameters. Then, the model with the best prediction performance is
selected from multiple structures and the value of each parameter is obtained. Finally, Pooling and
The Dropout layer is fine-tuned to determine the final model structure, as shown in Figure 1, while the
parameters of the CNN are also shown in the figure. The CNN for magpie has three convolution layers
and two fully connected layers, while the specific structure is mentioned in Tables S2 and S3. Similarly,
we set the number of layers of the FNN from 2 to 6, taking the number of neurons in each layer as the
hyperparameters, and adjust them with the Bayesian Optimization algorithm. For the OFM descriptor,
the optimal model has 5 layers, and the number of neurons in each layer is 344, 177, 344, 177, 177.
For the Magpie descriptor, the optimal model layer is 6 layers, and each layer of neurons is 177, 344,
177, 344, 177, 177. For conventional machine learning algorithms such as SVR, KRR, RF, we directly
adjust the relevant hyperparameters. For the OFM descriptor, SVR: C = 100, epsilon = 10−6 , gamma
= 1. KRR: alpha = 45.98, gamma = 84.14. RF: n_estimators = 879, max_features = 105. For Magpie
descriptor, SVR: C = 1000, epsilon = 10−6 , gamma = 10−7 , KRR: alpha = 0.2428, gamma = 855.5, RF:
n_estimators = 500, max_ features = 28. The Bayesian Optimization algorithm is implemented using
the Sherpa library [33].
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N1×5×5

N2×3×3

N3

Conv
FC

N1×5×5

N2×3×3

N3×3×3

N4

N5

N1×7×7

N2×5×5

N3×3×3

N4

N5

N1×7×7

N2×5×5

N3×3×3

N4×3×3

N5

N1×9×9

N2×7×7

N3×5×5

N4×3×3

N5×3×3

32×32

Input
N6

N7

N6

N7

N8

N9

Figure 2. The hyper-parameters of the CNN involving convolutional layers, fully connected layers,
number and size of filters.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Performance of the CNN Models with 2D OFM Features
First, we compared the performances of the convolutional neural networks using 2D OFM
descriptors as raw features and various machine learning methods using the one-dimensional
flatten OFM features. In order to obtain stable results, each algorithm was evaluated using 10-fold
cross-validations ten times. Figure 3 shows the RMSE, MAE and R2 values of all models using different
numbers of samples. It shows that the performance of the CNN model is significantly better than
those of other ML models, and the performances of the five compared models are ranked as CNN >
FNN > SVR > KRR > RF. Comparison of all prediction models is further shown in Table 1 when the
number of samples is set as 4000. The CNN model obtained a cross-validated RMSE of 0.18 eV/atom, a
cross-validated MAE of 0.0911 eV/atom, and an R2 value of 0.9821. All three values are better than those
of other prediction models (the designers of the OFM descriptor use the KRR model for prediction,
and our CNN’s result is better than their results). This result shows that our CNN model has excellent
prediction performance by using two-dimensional OFM features as input due to its capability to exploit
the structural information of the orbits for all the atoms of the crystal structures and extract higher
level features for effective formation energy prediction compared to one-dimensional vectors.
Table 1. RMSE (eV/atom), MAE (eV/atom) and R2 values of cross-validation results of all prediction
models using the OFM descriptor.
Regression Model

RMSE

MAE

R2

SVR
KRR
RF
FNN
CNN

0.1950
0.2054
0.2075
0.1941
0.1800

0.1000
0.1174
0.1103
0.1037
0.0911

0.9790
0.9767
0.9762
0.9791
0.9821
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(b)

(c)

Figure
3. 3.
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OFM features.
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MAE of
2 of different training
2
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set
size.
(b)
RMSE
of
different
training
set
size.
(c)
R
set
size.
different training set size. (b) RMSE of different training set size. (c) R of different training

set size.
Next, we compared how the CNN model compares with various ML models with Magpie
descriptor. Here, Random Forest (RF), FNN, and KRR all use one-dimensional Magpie features, and
Table 1. RMSE (eV/atom), MAE (eV/atom) and R2 values of cross-validation results of all prediction
the CNN model uses a two-dimensional matrix which was restructured with a magpie feature (We
models using the OFM descriptor.
extend the length of one-dimensional magpie descriptor to 144 with zero, then restructured it to a
2
two-dimensional matrix withRegression
size of 12 ×Model
12). As RMSE
shown inMAE
Figure 4, R
Only
RF is similar to CNN in
terms of MAE errors. For other cases,
the performance
CNN0.9790
model is still the best. A more
SVR
0.1950of our
0.1000
detailed performance comparison isKRR
shown in Table
2. Among
the baseline
0.2054
0.1174
0.9767 models, the MAE of RF
is as small as that of the CNN, whichRF
achieves the 0.2075
best RMSE
and R2.
The KRR model is the worst
0.1103
0.9762
for all criteria. The performances ofFNN
the five compared
are 0.9791
ranked as CNN > RF > FNN >
0.1941models
0.1037
SVR > KRR. The performances of theCNN
CNN and several
regression
0.1800
0.0911 methods
0.9821 are depicted in Figure S1
(In the Supplementary Materials). It is worth noting that the simple and fast DT model achieved a
performance
with
the more
advanced
machine
learning
FNNmodels
and KRR.
Actually,
Next, comparable
we compared
how
the CNN
model
compares
withmodels
variousofML
with
Magpie
Ahneman
et al.
[34]Random
utilized Forest
an algorithm
based
onKRR
Random
Forest
to achieve good
performance
descriptor.
Here,
(RF), FNN,
and
all use
one-dimensional
Magpie
features, in
and
material
property
the CNN
modelprediction.
uses a two-dimensional matrix which was restructured with a magpie feature (We
extend the length of one-dimensional magpie descriptor to 144 with zero, then restructured it to a
two-dimensional matrix with size of 12 × 12). As shown in Figure 4, Only RF is similar to CNN in
terms of MAE errors. For other cases, the performance of our CNN model is still the best. A more
detailed performance comparison is shown in Table 2. Among the baseline models, the MAE of RF is
as small as that of the CNN, which achieves the best RMSE and R2. The KRR model is the worst for
all criteria. The performances of the five compared models are ranked as CNN > RF > FNN > SVR >
KRR. The performances of the CNN and several regression methods are depicted in Figure S1 (In the
Supplementary Materials). It is worth noting that the simple and fast DT model achieved a
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Table 2. RMSE (eV/atom), MAE (eV/atom) and R2 values of cross-validation results for each prediction
model using Magpie descriptors.
Regression Model

RMSE

MAE

R2

SVR
0.2158
0.1290
0.9741
KRR
0.2580
0.1849
0.9630
RF
0.1736
0.0778
0.9832
performance comparable with the more advanced machine learning
models of FNN and KRR.
FNN
0.1973
0.1110
0.9783
Actually, Ahneman et al. [34]CNN
utilized an algorithm
based
on
Random
Forest to achieve good
0.1227
0.0786
0.9910

performance in material property prediction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure
4. Prediction
performance
of different
modelsmodels
using Magpie
descriptors.
(a) MAE of(a)
different
Figure
4. Prediction
performance
of different
using Magpie
descriptors.
MAE of
2 of different training
2
training
set
size.
(b)
RMSE
of
different
training
set
size.
(c)
R
set
size.
different training set size. (b) RMSE of different training set size. (c) R of different training

set size.
The above two experiments compared the performances of various ML prediction models using
flatten one-dimensional descriptors and CNN using two-dimensional descriptor. Among all the models,
Table
2. RMSE
(eV/atom),
(eV/atom)
and R2 values of
cross-validation
for each
the CNN
model
achieved
the bestMAE
results
using two-dimensional
OFM
descriptor orresults
two-dimensional
model using Magpie descriptors.
magpieprediction
descriptor.
This demonstrates the potential of CNNs in formation energy prediction using
two-dimensional descriptors.Regression
This is possibly
the CNN
Modelbecause
RMSE
MAEmodel
R2with its hierarchical feature
extraction capability can better utilizeSVR
the characteristics
two-dimensional
descriptor than other
0.2158of the
0.1290
0.9741
machine learning models.
KRR
0.2580 0.1849 0.9630
It is interesting that OFM descriptors
features
use totally
RF and Magpie
0.1736
0.0778
0.9832different information from
the materials while both can be used
to achieve good
prediction
in formation energy
FNN
0.1973
0.1110 performance
0.9783
prediction (Tables 1 and 2). Since each
type
of
descriptors
has
certain
limitations
in representing
CNN
0.1227 0.0786 0.9910
materials, it is thus desirable to exploit the complementary information of multiple descriptors to get
improved
we propose
a deep learning
that
two
descriptor
Theprediction
above twoperformance.
experiments So
compared
the performances
ofmodel
various
MLcombines
prediction
models
using
flatten one-dimensional descriptors and CNN using two-dimensional descriptor. Among all the
models, the CNN model achieved the best results using two-dimensional OFM descriptor or twodimensional magpie descriptor. This demonstrates the potential of CNNs in formation energy
prediction using two-dimensional descriptors. This is possibly because the CNN model with its
hierarchical feature extraction capability can better utilize the characteristics of the two-dimensional

It is interesting that OFM descriptors and Magpie features use totally different information from
the materials while both can be used to achieve good prediction performance in formation energy
prediction
1 and 2). Since each type of descriptors has certain limitations in representing
Crystals
2019, 9,(Tables
191
11 of 15
materials, it is thus desirable to exploit the complementary information of multiple descriptors to get
improved prediction performance. So we propose a deep learning model that combines two
types
for material
property
As shown As
in Figure
deep5, learning
performs
descriptor
types for
materialprediction.
property prediction.
shown5,inthis
Figure
this deepmodel
learning
model
convolution
operations
on
each
of
the
two
types
of
descriptors
for
feature
extraction.
The
extracted
performs convolution operations on each of the two types of descriptors for feature extraction. The
high-level
features are
then flattened
and concatenated/fused
as an input
the subsequent
fully
extracted high-level
features
are then flattened
and concatenated/fused
as anof
input
of the subsequent
connected
network
for
material
property
prediction.
In
the
previous
two
experiments,
we
obtained
fully connected network for material property prediction. In the previous two experiments, we
two
CNNstwo
with
the best
performances
when usingwhen
the OFM
descriptors
the Magpie
obtained
CNNs
with
the best performances
using
the OFM and
descriptors
and descriptors.
the Magpie
We
can utilize
of these two
as CNNs
a reference
for setting
parameters
of the
descriptors.
Wethe
canparameters
utilize the parameters
of CNNs
these two
as a reference
forthe
setting
the parameters
multiple-descriptor
CNN,
which
can
be
found
in
Table
S4.
of the multiple-descriptor CNN, which can be found in Table S4.
Input_data

Convolutional layer

Flattened

Fully connected layer

Output

Magpie descriptor

Material
property
OFM descriptor

Figure
Figure5.
5. Architecture
Architecture of
of the
the hybrid
hybrid convolutional
convolutionalneural
neuralnetwork
networkwith
withmultiple
multipledescriptors.
descriptors.

We
thethe
CNN
withwith
hybrid
descriptors
to predict
the formation
energy ofenergy
the afore-mentioned
Weapplied
applied
CNN
hybrid
descriptors
to predict
the formation
of the aforedataset
with
the
results
shown
in
Figure
6.
It
is
observed
that
the
performance
of
the
multiple-descriptor
mentioned dataset with the results shown in Figure 6. It is observed that the performance of the
CNN
is consistently better
than
the performance
of CNNs
using either of
one
kind using
of descriptors,
which
multiple-descriptor
CNN is
consistently
better than
the performance
CNNs
either one
kind
indicates
that multiple-descriptor
can use complementary
of both
descriptors
of descriptors,
which indicates thatCNNs
multiple-descriptor
CNNs can characteristics
use complementary
characteristics
to
the prediction
accuracy
of material
properties.
RMSE,properties.
MAE andRMSE,
R2 in the
three
of improve
both descriptors
to improve
the prediction
accuracy
of material
MAE
andcases
R2 in
with
a
sample
size
of
4000
are
listed
in
Table
3.
We
found
that
the
results
of
the
multiple-descriptor
the three cases with a sample size of 4000 are listed in Table 3. We found that the results of the
CNN
have been significantly
RMSE,improved:
MAE andRMSE,
R2 areMAE
all the
experiment
multiple-descriptor
CNN haveimproved:
been significantly
andbest.
R2 areThis
all the
best. This
confirms
that
the
combination
of
descriptors
can
have
great
potential
in
materials
property
prediction.
experiment confirms that the combination of descriptors can have great potential in materials
We
also found
that there
as are
SchNet
[35] thatsuch
can achieve
better
energy
property
prediction.
We are
alsoalgorithms
found thatsuch
there
algorithms
as SchNet
[35]formation
that can achieve
prediction
performance
than
ours
when
the
number
of
samples
of
their
dataset
is
60,000.
However,
on
better formation energy prediction performance than ours when the number of samples of their
adataset
smalleris subset
with
3000
training
examples,
SchNet
just
achieves
an
MAE
of
0.127
eV/atom,
and
60,000. However, on a smaller subset with 3000 training examples, SchNet just achieves an
our
multiple-descriptor
CNN
can achieves an MAE
of 0.07
eV/atom
4000 training
examples,
MAE
of 0.127 eV/atom,
andmodel
our multiple-descriptor
CNN
model
can on
achieves
an MAE
of 0.07
which
is
comparable
or
better
than
theirs
when
using
a
small
data
set.
eV/atom on 4000 training examples, which is comparable or better than theirs when using a small

data set.

Table 3. RMSE (eV/atom), MAE (eV/atom) and R2 values of cross-validation results in three cases
of
CNN.
Table
3. RMSE (eV/atom), MAE (eV/atom) and R2 values of cross-validation results in three cases of

CNN.

Descriptor

RMSE

OFM
0.1800
Descriptor
RMSE
Magpie
0.1227
OFM
0.1800
OFM + Magpie
0.1062
Magpie
0.1227
OFM + Magpie 0.1062

MAE

R2

2
0.0911
MAE
R0.9821
0.0786 0.9821
0.9910
0.0911
0.0700
0.9920
0.0786 0.9910
0.0700 0.9920
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure
performance
of multiple
descriptor
CNN when
OFM
andOFM
Magpie
descriptor.
Figure6.6.Prediction
Prediction
performance
of multiple
descriptor
CNNusing
when
using
and
Magpie
2 of different training
(a)
MAE
of
different
training
set
size.
(b)
RMSE
of
different
training
set
size.
(c)
R
descriptor. (a) MAE of different training set size. (b) RMSE of different training set size. (c)
set
R2 size.
of different training set size.

3.2. Analysis over the Features Extracted by the CNN Model
3.2. Analysis over the Features Extracted by the CNN Model
In order to acquire understanding how the CNN model works in terms of feature extraction
In order to acquire understanding how the CNN model works in terms of feature extraction
from the raw OFM input, we visualized and analyzed the patterns learned by the CNN. Firstly, we
from the raw OFM input, we visualized and analyzed the patterns learned by the CNN. Firstly, we
visualized two-dimensional OFM descriptors which describe the distribution of atomic electron orbital
visualized two-dimensional OFM descriptors which describe the distribution of atomic electron
interactions in different materials (Figure 7a). It is observed that the transformed two-dimensional
orbital interactions in different materials (Figure 7a). It is observed that the transformed twodescriptor has several characteristics: (1) the matrices are relatively sparse and data in the upper left
dimensional descriptor has several characteristics: (1) the matrices are relatively sparse and data in
corner of the matrix is in general denser than other locations; (2) the matrices have a certain symmetry
the upper left corner of the matrix is in general denser than other locations; (2) the matrices have a
along the leading diagonal; (3) data in the matrices spread from the upper left to the lower right.
certain symmetry along the leading diagonal; (3) data in the matrices spread from the upper left to
The sparsity of the data in the 2D matrices and thus the flatten 1024 one-dimensional vectors may
the lower right. The sparsity of the data in the 2D matrices and thus the flatten 1024 one-dimensional
have caused the relatively lower performance of the convention machine learning algorithms as we
vectors may have caused the relatively lower performance of the convention machine learning
have evaluated.
algorithms as we have evaluated.
To further analyze how the CNN model learns, we visualized the features as shown in Figure 7.
To further analyze how the CNN model learns, we visualized the features as shown in Figure 7.
The 32 filters of the first convolutional layer in the trained CNN model are extracted and visualized as
The 32 filters of the first convolutional layer in the trained CNN model are extracted and visualized
shown in Figure 7b. The filters have a size of 5 × 5. To contrast with the input matrices (OFM descriptor),
as shown in Figure 7b. The filters have a size of 5 × 5. To contrast with the input matrices (OFM
as shown in Figure 7c, the distribution patterns of the data in the input matrices can be identified,
descriptor), as shown in Figure 7c, the distribution patterns of the data in the input matrices can be
such as the form of square point, wavy distribution, and etc., all of which can be observed visually.
identified, such as the form of square point, wavy distribution, and etc., all of which can be observed
These patterns potentially reflect the distribution of electrons in the material, and the recognition of the
visually. These patterns potentially reflect the distribution of electrons in the material, and the
pattern can effectively grasp the influence of the electronic distribution on the target property, and
recognition of the pattern can effectively grasp the influence of the electronic distribution on the
these patterns can be used in a reverse design of materials.
target property, and these patterns can be used in a reverse design of materials.
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（a）

（b）

（c）
Figure 7. Feature extraction and analysis. The color in the figures indicates the value of points, as
Figure 7. Feature extraction and analysis. The color in the figures indicates the value of points, as
shown in the color bar. (a) visualization of two-dimensional OFM descriptors; (b) visualization of
shown in the color bar. (a) visualization of two-dimensional OFM descriptors; (b) visualization of
filters of the first convolutional layer; (c) the relation of the CNN filters and original two-dimensional
filters of the first convolutional layer; (c) the relation of the CNN filters and original two-dimensional
OFM matrices.
OFM matrices.

4. 4.
Conclusions
Conclusions
Instead
ofof
relying
ononfeature
this
neural
network
Instead
relying
featureengineering,
engineering,
thispaper
paperproposes
proposesconvolutional
convolutional
neural
network
models
formation energy
energyprediction
prediction
using
electron
configurations
and Magpie
modelsfor
formaterials
materials formation
using
the the
electron
configurations
and Magpie
features.
features.
The performances
the CNN
model using two-dimensional
descriptors
areof
The performances
of the CNNofmodel
using two-dimensional
OFM descriptors OFM
are compared
to those
compared
to
those
of
various
machine
learning
algorithms
using
a
flattened
one-dimensional
OFM
various machine learning algorithms using a flattened one-dimensional OFM descriptor for prediction
descriptor
for prediction
materials
with extensive
experiments
the dataset
of
of materials
formation of
energy
withformation
extensiveenergy
experiments
on the dataset
of 4030oncrystal
materials.
4030
crystal
materials.
The
results
showed
that
the
performance
of
CNN
models
is
better
than
all
The results showed that the performance of CNN models is better than all other baseline algorithms,
other
baseline
algorithms,
including
SVM,
KRR, RFincluding
and FNN.SVM, KRR, RF and FNN.
ToTo
further
algorithm, we
wecompared
comparedthe
theCNN
CNNwith
with2D
furtherdemonstrate
demonstratethe
thepower
powerof
ofthe
theproposed
proposed CNN algorithm,
2Dreshaped
reshaped
Magpie
features
with
machine
learning
algorithms
based
on
the
136-feature
oneMagpie features with machine learning algorithms based on the 136-feature one-dimensional
dimensional
Magpie descriptors
overdataset.
the same
dataset. Experimental
results
showed
that model
our CNN
Magpie descriptors
over the same
Experimental
results showed
that
our CNN
with
model
with two-dimensional
feature restructured
with descriptors
Magpie descriptors
still outperforms
allbaseline
other
two-dimensional
feature restructured
with Magpie
still outperforms
all other
baseline
machine
algorithms
with one-dimensional
Magpie This
features.
This
the of
advantage
of
machine
algorithms
with one-dimensional
Magpie features.
shows
the shows
advantage
CNN models
CNN
models
in featurefor
extraction
materials
property prediction.
in feature
extraction
materialsfor
property
prediction.
Finally,
we
propose
a
multiple-descriptor
hybrid
Finally, we propose a multiple-descriptor hybridCNN
CNNmodel,
model,CNN-OFM-Magpie
CNN-OFM-Magpie which
which fuses
fuses a
a CNN
greatly
improved
prediction
CNNwith
withOFM
OFMdescriptors
descriptorsand
andaaCNN
CNNwith
withMagpie
Magpiedescriptors
descriptorswith
with
greatly
improved
prediction
performance.
This
indicates
that
thethe
combination
of of
descriptors
can
exploit
the
performance.
This
indicates
that
combination
descriptors
can
exploit
thecomplementary
complementary
information
of
different
descriptors.
Finally,
we
visualized
and
analyzed
the
generated
twoinformation of different descriptors. Finally, we visualized and analyzed the generated two-dimensional
dimensional
matrices,the
extracted
of the first convolutional
layer inCNN
the trained
CNN
model
matrices, extracted
filters ofthe
thefilters
first convolutional
layer in the trained
model and
contrasted
and
contrasted
it
with
the
original
two-dimensional
matrix,
which
showed
that
some
patterns
in
it with the original two-dimensional matrix, which showed that some patterns in original matrices
original
matrices
can
be
identified.
Overall,
our
study
shows
that
CNN
models
with
two-dimensional
can be identified. Overall, our study shows that CNN models with two-dimensional descriptors can
descriptors
effectively
utilize ofthe
information
of features
and improve
the performance
of
effectively can
utilize
the information
features
and improve
the performance
of predictive
models, which
predictive
models,
which
provides
a
new
perspective
for
using
multi-dimensional
material
provides a new perspective for using multi-dimensional material descriptors.
descriptors.
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